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Abstract 

In the aviation industry, parts exposed to extreme loads must be manufactured with narrow 

tolerances. Therefore, creep feed grinding is the most common manufacturing method. The 

effect of the parameters of creep feed grinding, which is different from conventional 

grinding, on the surface and subsurface of the parts should be examined. Creep feed grinding 

is generally preferred for turbine blade roots. However, it is more advantageous to prefer a 

flat process rather than a from like turbine root for parameter analysis, thus creep feed 

grinding is examined with flat grinding. In this study, effects of wheel speed, table feed rate 

and dressing feed rate parameters on surface roughness is investigated. Additionally, with the 

change of parameters, the temperature effects on the surface of the part is discussed and cases 

such as recast layer and heat affected zone. As a result, the effects of parameters on the 

surface and subsurface are examined. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Output power in gas turbine engines is directly proportional to the turbine inlet temperature. 

Therefore, it is desired to increase the turbine inlet temperature in order to increase the output 

power. Today’s working conditions of gas turbines are between 200-1800K. Moreover, gas 

turbines can be examined with working temperatures as well as component names. One of the 

most critical parts among the hot section parts is the turbine. [1]. In order to increase 

efficiency and output power, the temperature in the turbine area should be increased. 

Therefore, turbine parts must withstand high temperatures and high dynamic loads. However, 

even if the material requirements are provided, the turbine blades should be easily separated 

from the turbine disc. Therefore, turbine blades are manufactured with different fastening 

types as shown in Figure 1. [2].  

 

 
Figure 1 Blade fastening types [2] 

 

Fir tree geometry is the most used fastener shown in Figure 1. However, the biggest problem 

in producing fir tree geometry is narrow tolerances which are approximately 40 microns. For 

this reason, precise machining process are required [3].Otherwise, fatigue cracks occur as 

shown in Figure 2 [4]. 
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Figure 2: Part of cracked fir tree [4] 

 

Creep feed grinding and wire electrical discharge machining systems are often used to 

manufacture parts in accordance with desired tolerances. However, in wire electrical 

discharge machining systems, recast layer formation due to high temperatures occurring 

during processing is a disadvantage of the process. Thus, creep feed grinding is frequently 

preferred in cases where recast layer is not desired [3]. Most of companies in the aviation 

industry actively use creep feed grinding for the processing of hot section parts [3, 

5].However, creep feed grinding is still a very complex and constrained system. Unlike 

conventional grinding systems, creep feed grinding is a system that has a depth of cut almost 

10 times more than one time of conventional grinding, and table speed is reduced to 1 in 10. 

[6]. 

Creep feed grinding systems can be classified as continuous and without continuous dressing. 

In continuous systems, it provides continuous sharpening with the help of the overhead 

dressers shown in Figure 3.In this way, it is possible to cut much depth of cut values with the 

continuously renewed inserts [7]. 

 
Figure 3: Demonstration of continuous dressing process of creep feed grinding [7] 

 

During the process, extreme dynamic loads occur because of high value of depth of cut. This 

raises problems such as part fixture, vibration and repeatability. Moreover, very high 
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temperature formation occurs due to depth of cut values. Therefore, during the process, the 

temperature must be kept under control, otherwise unwanted elements such as burning in the 

surface recast in sub surfaces may occur [3]. 

Therefore, although creep feed grinding is used frequently in the aviation industry, process 

parameters need to be fully understood. Even though the effect of creep feed grinding 

parameters on surface integrity is examined in the literature, there are not enough papers for 

continuous creep feed grinding. In consequence, in this study, the effect of table feed rate, 

wheel speed and dresser fed rate parameters in the continuous creep feed grinding process on 

surface roughness is examined. 

As can be seen in the literature, table feed rate has an important effect on phase change [8]. 

Since phase changes affect sub surfaces, it directly affects surface roughness. So, the table 

feed rate is a parameter that should be examined. In addition, by increasing the table feed 

rate, thermal impact reduction is achieved, while mechanical impacts increasing, so even if 

the temperature on the surface of the part is reduced, mechanic effects affect surface integrity 

[9]. 

The velocity of the wheel is directly proportional to the heat flux that will be transferred to 

the part surface with total heat flux during the creep feed grinding process as shown in 

Equation 1 [10]. In Equation 1, qt is total heat flux, Ft is grinding force, vs is wheel speed. If 

the wheel speed is increased, total heat flux is increased, in other words, the temperature that 

will occur on the piece will increase. For this reason, deformations may occur on the surface 

depending on the temperature and surface roughness is affected [10]. 

 

𝑞𝑡 =
𝐹𝑡 .𝑣𝑠

𝑆
=

𝐹𝑡 .𝑣𝑠

𝑙𝑐 .𝑏
=

𝐹𝑡 .𝑣𝑠

 𝑎𝑝 .𝑑𝑒 .𝑏
    Equation 1 [10] 

 

Dressing feed rate has not been previously studied in the literature. However, as the dressing 

feed rate increases, it is thought to be increased at the temperature to be transferred to the part 

surface. In addition, as the sharpening amount increases, sharp cutting edges is obtained on 

the wheel, therefore, the effect of this situation on the surface roughness must be examined. 

 

II. Material and Method 

In this study, grinding wheel speed, table feed rate and dressing feed rate are chosen as 

variable parameters and their affects are examined. The used values of the selected 

parameters are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Experimental Results 

Sample 

No 

Wheel 

Speed(m/s) 

Table 

Speed(mm/min) 

Dresser 

FeedRate(mm/rpm) 

Ra(μm) 

1 15 300 0,0010 0,307 

2 15 350 0,0005 0,229 

3 15 400 0,0015 0,354 

4 25 300 0,0005 0,268 

5 25 350 0,0015 0,384 

6 25 400 0,0010 0,356 

7 35 300 0,0015 0,553 

8 35 350 0,0010 0,396 

9 35 400 0,0005 0,325 

 

In addition, the amount of dressing, depth of cut value, ratio of dresser and wheel and cutting 

direction are kept constant as shown in Table 2 throughout the process. 

 

Table 2. Constant Values of Experimental Design 

Dressing Amount Depth of Cut Value Ratio of dresser and 

wheel 

Cutting Direction 

0,05mm 0,300mm 0.7 Down cut  

 

The L9 Taguchi experiment design shown in Table 1 is used to examine the effect of selected 

parameters on surface roughness. 

In experiments, Inconel 939 alloy produced with additive manufacturing given in Table 3 was 

used. The produced samples are processed on the Blohm brand Profimat MC607 grinding 

machine using a Tryrolit brand Strato Ultra model aluminum oxide wheel details are given in 

table 4. During the process, Castrol brand boron oil and water emulsion is applied with 7 bar 

constant pressure for cooling. 

 

Table 3. The Nominal Chemical Composition of Inconel 939 in wt%[11] 

Cr Co C Fe W Mo Nb Ta Ti Al Zr B Ni 

22,5 19,0 0,15 - 2,0 - 1,0 1,4 3,7 1,9 0,1 0,01 Bal. 

 

Even though creep feed grinding technology is used frequently in turbine root geometries, flat 

grinding is preferred to understand the effects of its parameters. Because, as it is known, 

surface roughness is a subheading of surface integrity. Also surface integrity is highly 

affected by the high temperature occurring in this process. In other words, it is difficult to 

examine a profiled geometry with radiuses such as turbine blade root. For this reason, flat 

grinding is preferred. 
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Table 4. Wheel Specification 

Abrasive type A Aluminum oxide 

Grain Size 602 Super Finish / Very Fine 

Grade G Soft 

Type of bond V Vitrified 

In consequence, cubes with part dimensions 20x20x20mm were processed with flat grinding 

and then surface roughness is measured with using surface roughness measuring instrument 

which is MarSurf LD 26. As a result of the experiments, the effects of the parameters on the 

surface roughness are understood, but for detailed examination, the parts are etched with 

Schanz prior and recast layer, heat affected zones are examined. 

 

III. Result and Discussion 

The results of surface roughness based on the experimental design of machining parameters 

are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Experimental design results for surface roughness 

 

As seen in Figure 4, wheel speed, and dresser feed rate are directly proportional to surface 

roughness. These reason for this is; 

Total heat flux shown in equation 1 increases with wheel speed increase. It is observed when 

the heat flux on the workpiece is increased by the calculation shown in Equation 2. In other 

words, as the speed of the wheel increases, the heat flux on the piece will increase [10]. In 

Equation 2, qt is total heat flux, qw is workpiece heat flux, qs is wheel heat flux, qf fluid heat 

flux and qch is chip heat flux. 

 

𝑞𝑡 = 𝑞𝑤 + 𝑞𝑠 + 𝑞𝑓+𝑞𝑐ℎ    Equation 2 [10]. 

 

With the increase of heat flux, the temperature is occurred instantly on the part increases. It is 

believed that the temperature required to increase recast layer occurs with increasing 

temperature. This is confirmed by the microscope measurements shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Recast layer of ground samples 

 

As shown in Figure 5, the area is indicated by a white line with a microscope image is seen as 

a recast layer and average recast layer thickness is 2.5μm.With these images taken from 

samples 7 and 8, it is observed that the recast layer is formed, and the surface roughness is 

increased. The reason why surface roughness occurs when wheel speed is 15m/s and 25m/s is 

that the critical temperature required for the heat affected zone is exceeded instead of recast 

layer formation. As seen in Figure 6, instead of forming a recast layer at low rotational 

speeds, heat affected zones are occurred. Heat affected zones do not affect surface roughness 

as much as recast layer thickness. Average heat affected zone thickness is found 35 μm. 

However, this situation should be examined separately as it causes differences in material 

structure. 

 

 
Figure 6: Heat affected zones of ground samples 

 

Also, with the increase wheel speed, the amount of dressing per revolution increases. 

Therefore, sharp edges occur. This increases the surface roughness. 

There is a linear increase in surface roughness value with increasing dresser feed rate. The 

reason for this can be called as the sharp sharpening of the wheel with increasing dressing 

speed and as a result of the rupture occurring in the slip processing which is the basis of the 

grinding system. In addition, the dressing system works like conventional grinding. So, it 
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should be added to Equation 2 to the heat flux from dresser. If the grinding wheel is modeled 

as a piece in conventional grinding and if dresser is modeled as a wheel in conventional 

grinding, it will be clear that the dressing speed will increase the temperature. Therefore, the 

increased dressing speed increases the temperature of the wheel and is add to Equation 2 as a 

constant, increasing the temperature on the part. Moreover, the temperature on the part 

increases. It is observed that with the increase of the temperature on the part, it will disrupt 

the recast formation or directly the surface roughness as shown before. 

For table feed rate, explanations cannot be made with the other two parameters. Because the 

surface roughness decreased when table speed starts from 300mm/min to 350mm/min, but 

increased from 350mm/min to 400mm/min. The reason for the increase in speed and the 

decrease in surface roughness can be explained by Equation 3 [10]. In equation 3, Tm is the 

workpiece melting temperature,  𝜌 is the workpiece density, c is the workpiece specific heat 

capacity, and vw is the table (workpiece) feed rate. 

 

𝑞𝑐ℎ = 𝜌𝑐𝑇𝑚 .
𝑎𝑝 .𝑣𝑤

 𝑎𝑝 .𝑑𝑒
     Equation 3 [10]. 

 

As seen from Equation 3, as long as the table feed rate increases, the heat flux removed by 

rawmaterial. As considered from Equation 1, this reduces the heat flux that affect the part, as 

long as the table feed increases, the heat flux removed by the chips increases. So, recast layer, 

heat affected zone etc. are prevented, therefore surface roughness is decreased. However, the 

reason for increase in surface roughness with the increase in speed to 400mm/min can be 

explained by reaching the critical temperature required for burning given in Equation 4. With 

increasing table feed rate, it becomes easier to converge to the heat flux required for burning. 

It is therefore, it can reach the burning temperature [6]. 

 

𝑞∗ =
 𝜃∗−𝜃0  𝑘𝜌𝑐  𝑤

1/2

𝜀𝛽
 
𝑣𝑤

𝑙𝑐
 
1/2

   Equation 4 [6]. 

 

It is inevitable that the surface quality will deteriorate when it reaches the combustion 

temperature. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

As a result of the studies, the effects of 3 different parameters for continuous creep feed 

grinding is examined. 

- Surface roughness increases with increasing wheel speed. When observing from 15m/s 

to 25m/s and 25m/s to 35m/s, a linear increase in the surface roughness between the 

intervals are obtained. However, with an increase in excess, the recast layer is formed. 

For example, when observed between 25m/s and 35m/s, 2.5 micron thickness of recast 

layer is observed. 

- Table feed rate does not display a linear regression. For example, while accelerationg 

from 300mm/min to 350mm/min, there was a decrease in surface roughness, but 

burning occurred when it started to rise from 350mm/min to 400mm/min. Therefore, 

burning should be considered in parameter selection. 
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Dressing feed rate displays a linear ratio with surface roughness. Unfortunately, maximum 

0.0015mm/rpm of dressing feed rate is tried in this study. At higher values, the dresser may 

be damaged, so care must be taken when  attempting this. 
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